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The importance of Customer Experience (CX) as a driver of financial performance is widely acknowledged. Customers’ decisions about brands directly impact the bottom line. Customer retention, advocacy and share of spend are crucial customer outcomes that organisations need to drive to generate revenue growth.

But managing the Customer Experience is not easy. The last decade has seen drastic changes in customer-company interactions, with a proliferation of touchpoints and digitisation, making it much harder for organisations to consistently meet changing customer expectations.

There is ample evidence many CX initiatives fail to deliver tangible results. For 38 consecutive years, Ipsos has interviewed Britain’s Captains of Industry about the most salient issues affecting their businesses. The latest findings are telling, with just a fifth (19%) considering their own organisation as ‘top-notch’ when it comes to delivering a Customer Experience that is consistent with their own brand promise.

Organisations often struggle to understand how to design and deliver experiences that go beyond the transactional and create long-term positive memories, strong and profitable relationships, and true competitive advantage.

Driven by the success of leading digital brands, organisations of every type have been investing a lot of resource to make their processes more efficient and ‘frictionless’. As a result, a lot of the CX measurement and management focus is currently centred on functional aspects of the Customer Experience – the amount of effort a customer puts in to get something done, the speed of getting things done, or how to fix issues when they arise.

Clearly, functional performance is key to meeting basic needs and preventing dissatisfaction. But these functional elements alone are not powerful enough to drive meaningful customer-company interactions that drive positive memories leading to those strong and profitable relationships.
Ipsos carried out R&D across nine sectors to identify the key ingredients to strong relationships between customers and companies. We employed behavioural science theory to frame our analysis of more than 9,000 evaluations of customers and boost our understanding of their expectations of interactions and relationships with brands.

We established the role and quantified the impact of ‘emotional attachment’ on relationship strength. We were then able to prove that a more human-centric CX framework can help brands drive stronger attachment, longer-lasting and more profitable relationships with their customers.

This paper, The Five Forces of Customer Experience – The science of strong relationships, introduces a human-centric framework that helps organisations better design and deliver Customer Experience that drives true competitive advantage and a better ‘Return on CX Investment’ (ROCXI).

Figure 1 The Five Forces of CX
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BEYOND FUNCTIONAL

Emotional attachment is key to driving relationship strength and higher Customer Lifetime Values. In a previous paper, Getting Sticky: Emotional attachment and profitable customer relationships, we introduced a way to quantify the level of emotional attachment of customers towards brands and to segment customers accordingly.

Our latest data shows that, while there are benefits associated with creating functional satisfaction, huge gains can be achieved in terms of ‘business success metrics’ as relationship strength increases. As figure 2 demonstrates, when a customer is emotionally attached, they are:

- far more likely to express a preference towards the brand
- much more likely to recommend the brand
- significantly more likely to stay with the brand in the future

In addition to being crucial to driving customer retention, advocacy, preference and resulting share of spend, emotional attachment can insulate brands from mistakes. Emotionally attached customers are more likely to be forgiving, which can lead to reduced rates of complaining behaviour and a higher operational efficiency. Figure 3 shows that emotionally attached customers’ likelihood to continue with a brand following a negative experience is 10 times higher than among unfulfilled customers, and almost twice as high compared to customers who are functionally satisfied.

---

**Figure 2** Emotional attachment is key to driving higher Customer Lifetime Values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship strength</th>
<th>Preference (%) top box</th>
<th>NPS</th>
<th>Likelihood to continue (%) top 2 box</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotionally attached</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionally satisfied</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfulfilled</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-66</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preference (% top box), Likelihood to continue (% top 2 box)

Unfulfilled – customers fundamentally dissatisfied with value proposition and services

Functionally satisfied – customers who think the company is delivering well on all the basics but not showing any emotional attachment

Emotionally attached – customers who feel an emotional connection with the brand in addition to being functionally satisfied

Source: Ipsos R&D 2019
**Figure 3** Emotionally attached customers are more likely to be forgiving

Likelihood to continue following a negative experience overall by emotional attachment

Source: Ipsos R&D 2019

**Figure 4** Emotional attachment across sectors

Source: Ipsos R&D 2019
We know that functional satisfaction is not enough. Our analysis demonstrates that emotional attachment is a worthy goal — the rewards in terms of relationship strength and customer outcomes are significant.

But our data shows that, on average across sectors, 70% of customers do not feel any emotional attachment to the organisations they have a relationship with (see figure 4).

The car insurance and energy sectors register the lowest levels with just one in five customers being emotionally attached to their provider, while supermarkets, online retail and banks register the highest levels. To some extent the frequency of interaction plays a role, as being in touch with customers provides opportunities to create positive memories and stronger relationships. Of course, the nature of the offering and reason for interaction are also influencing factors.

The relatively high numbers for online retail are worth noting; traditionally we have always assumed that emotional attachment was built via face-to-face interactions — employees being friendly to customers or ‘going the extra mile’. But our findings indicate that it is possible to deliver some form of emotional bond in purely digital environments.

But all in all, given the importance of emotional attachment, there is a lot of room for improvement across the board. There is clear evidence that organisations have not yet found consistent ways to create attachment via the experiences they deliver to their customers.
So, how can organisations design and deliver the Customer Experience to drive emotional attachment and strong, meaningful and profitable relationships?

The answer is to ground CX in a deep understanding of people. Customers are humans before they are customers. As such their attitudes and behaviours are governed by some fundamental forces, or motives, that are well referenced in behavioural science.

In collaboration with Ipsos’ Global Behavioural Science Centre, we developed a framework for Customer Experience, starting with core motives that frequently appear in the psychological literature, which explores how social relationships are established and flourish (Susan Fiske’s BUCET model of human relationships⁴).

While different social psychology theories have been developed to describe the motives that underpin social behaviour, Fiske (2008) outlines five core social motives that appear common across different theories. These core social motives include:

- **Belonging** is the most fundamental of the core motives, focused on the need to build and be a part of strong, stable relationships.
- **Understanding** is focused on seeking a socially shared understanding of each other and the environment to predict what could happen and make sense of what happened.
- **Controlling** is about feeling effective in managing one’s social environment and self, with the view of relating what is done to what is received.
- **Enhancing Self** is concerned with placing a special status on the self to protect, improve, and maintain a sense of self.
- **Trusting Others** relates to the need to know whom to trust and the rules that specify the nature of trusting relationships, with the preferred view being that others (especially closer others) are generally benevolent.

We were able to identify five key dimensions, linked to these core motives, which we then validated to be strong predictors of emotional attachment and relationship strength.

**INTRODUCING THE FIVE FORCES OF CX**

**Fair Treatment** is about making customers feel that there is a fair exchange in their relationship with the organisation; a key building block of relationship strength. Our previous research, including our paper *Get Fair or Fail: Why fairness is key to business success*⁵ made a powerful statement about the importance of Fair Treatment on customers’ relationships with brands. If an organisation’s value proposition or service handling is fundamentally unfair, customers will simply not engage further.

**Certainty** is about making customers feel that things are clear, transparent, and working as expected. Customers like to be able to understand what the next steps are and get clarity on outcomes. Customer choice quite often involves some amount of uncertainty; brands should be mitigating this by providing clear information and a strong, consistent service proposition.

**Empowerment** is about helping customers feel in control of the situation; to be in the driving seat. Empowering customers means providing them with meaningful choices and the ability to access the full range of services and options available. Increased empowerment can lead to increased familiarity with the proposition, a sense of competency and a higher propensity to self-serve and buy additional services.

**Recognition** is about making customers feel valued, respected and worthy of special treatment. If accomplished it can, of course, help to strengthen the relationship.

**Shared Values** is about helping customers feel a sense of belonging and showing you care about the greater good. This dimension refers to a brand’s ability to build a sense of belonging – a truly meaningful relationship with a sense of purpose and authenticity.
Figure 5 The Five Forces of CX

- **Fair Treatment**: Make customers feel that there is a fair exchange in their relationship with you.
- **Certainty**: Make customers feel that things are clear, transparent, and working as expected.
- **Empowerment**: Help customers feel in control of the situation and in the driving seat.
- **Recognition**: Make customers feel valued, respected and worthy of special treatment.
- **Shared Values**: Help customers feel a sense of belonging and show you care about the greater good.

*Source: Ipsos R&D 2019*
Organisations need to leverage this deep understanding of customers to move from creating experiences that are shallow and transactional to deep and truly relational. Only then will the Customer Experience truly bring the financial return associated with relationship strength.

As part of our R&D, we were able to identify statements that can be included in customer surveys to measure the Five Forces. By adding these dimensions to customer surveys, organisations can diagnose, prioritise, design – or indeed redesign – their Customer Experience accordingly, so that it drives the right outcome. Three key analytical steps are needed to provide the right guidance.

**Figure 6 Diagnose, prioritise, design**

- **Diagnose**: Assess performance and impact of the CX Five Forces
- **Prioritise**: Understand whether the current experience drives the right response and identify gaps
- **Design**: Optimise the CX/journey by dialling up the right Forces when it matters

*Source: Ipsos R&D 2019*
As always, the first step is to understand how brands stack up against each of these forces; how well they perform on each. Then, using key driver analysis, we can understand the relative impact of each of the Five Forces on the relationship strength and rank them.

Figure 7 shows the relative importance of the Five Forces for all sectors combined. Fair Treatment comes out on top and is mainly a barrier, or hygiene factor. The lack of Empowerment and Certainty can also be significant barriers to strong relationships, while on the other hand Recognition and Shared Values are positive drivers.

However, our analysis also shows that the importance of each force varies by sector. For example, Empowerment is a stronger driver for hotel booking sites compared to other sectors, reflecting the importance of being able to control all aspects of the experience via a digital platform.

Of course, drivers also vary by brands within the same sector. It is therefore crucial for organisations to work out which forces drive their relationship strength most among their own customers, as well as at an overall sector level.
Organisations need to compare their performance against competitors to identify the ‘battlegrounds’ worth fighting over. But this does not go far enough. By analysing performance and importance, we can identify priorities for action. We can go further still and model the potential return on investment associated with improving performance on the Five Forces of CX (see figure 8).

We also need to understand how to leverage the CX to drive the right response on the key forces. This can be achieved by looking at the interplay between various aspects of the CX and the Five Forces. We can then work out which elements of service delivery impact these core customer needs and pinpoint gaps in the CX delivery, in other words, aspects of the experience that can be optimised to drive a better customer response (see figure 9).

**Figure 8 Example CX Five Forces simulator**

Please select a segment and % increase for the drivers and characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers and Characteristics</th>
<th>Current Performance Score</th>
<th>% Increase</th>
<th>Simulated Performance Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fair Treatment</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>+ 9%</td>
<td>9.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>9.22</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
<td>9.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment</td>
<td>9.66</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certainty</td>
<td>8.775</td>
<td>+ 5%</td>
<td>8.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Values</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure (% high)</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>+ 10%</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account type (% premium)</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>+ 10%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account size (% large)</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>+ 10%</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Current NPS Score**

- Detractor: 16%
- Passive: 33%
- Promoter: 51%

**Simulated NPS Score**

- Detractor: 8%
- Passive: 27%
- Promoter: 64%

Average Increase per Customer = €7,112

Total Increase (assuming 15,000 customers) = €107m

*Source: Ipsos R&D 2019*
**Figure 9** Functional needs underpinning each of the Five Forces

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shared Values</th>
<th>Recognition</th>
<th>Empowerment</th>
<th>Certainty</th>
<th>Fair Treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>They provide quality products and services</td>
<td>Able to do what I’m aiming to do</td>
<td>My experiences with them are usually the best they can be</td>
<td>Able to do what I’m aiming to do</td>
<td>They are easy to deal with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue resolution</td>
<td>Engaged by the experience</td>
<td>Their prices are competitive</td>
<td>Their prices are competitive</td>
<td>They are easy to deal with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Ipsos R&amp;D 2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

**DESIGN**

The Five Forces can be used as a frame to better map customer journeys. We can identify opportunities to dial up the right forces, in the right way, and at the right moments in the customer journey.

The Five Forces analyses described above are fundamental to shaping the design or redesign of the right end-to-end Customer Experience. They provide key input into action plans and, importantly, into building business cases to drive CX improvement across every touchpoint and channel, in every single interaction.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recognition</th>
<th>Empowerment</th>
<th>Fair Treatment</th>
<th>Shared Values</th>
<th>Certainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome customers back to your online store. Show them products they may like based on their favourites</td>
<td>Set ability to put birthdays in a calendar so they can prepare for upcoming parties</td>
<td>Give discounts or create a loyalty scheme to entice customers to return</td>
<td>Support a charity or cause and say £1 of this sale will be donated</td>
<td>Create an app to track delivery and be precise on date and time with a small window for people to be in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 10** Optimise the CX/journey: an online journey

Source: Ipsos R&D 2019

**I need to buy party supplies for son’s birthday**

**I look online and see if I can find something that fits with theme**

**I choose the supplies and go through to checkout**

**I make the payment and choose the delivery date and time**

**I wait for my parcel to arrive**

Source: Ipsos R&D 2019
The Five Forces of CX is a universal framework grounded in behavioural science that enables organisations to take their CX strategy to the next level. The framework can help organisations shape experiences which fulfil customers’ fundamental needs and create long-lasting and profitable relationships, leading to a better ‘Return on CX Investment’ (ROCXI).

The Five Forces of CX should be at the heart of any successful CX improvement initiative. The understanding of the importance to deliver on the Five Forces of CX must span every level of an organisation – from C-suite to frontline. The framework needs to shape Voice of the Customer programmes and the resulting insights and action plans need to be truly embedded into your organisation’s culture – a culture that needs to be fundamentally customer-, and therefore, people-centric.

**Figure 11** Delivering a Return on CX Investment (ROCXI)

Source: Ipsos R&D 2019
ABOUT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AT IPSOS

Ipsos is a global leader in designing, measuring and delivering value from Customer Experience programmes. We help organisations retain customers and recover those at risk, grow share of spend, increase advocacy and drive up operational efficiency; to ‘deliver a Return on Customer Experience Investment (ROCXI)’. Based across 50 countries, our expert CX teams help organisations at all stages of CX measurement and management, using a unique blend of research, technology, analytics and advisory solutions.
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